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Your Yarns

 1 Sarah Howard of Cumming, Georgia 
2-ply art yarn, 18 wpi, about 1,344 ypp 
Textured batt from Jazz Turtle Creations (Merino, silk, and Stellina) spun 
on a Mirkwood Pippin support spindle.

2 Dale Jackson of Romulus, New York 
2-ply, 12 wpi, about 1,038 ypp
Dehaired mohair spun on a suspended spindle.

3 Lynette Merrill of Soldotna, Alaska
Single, 48 wpi, about 9,125 ypp
100% qiviut spun on a Russian support spindle.

4 Dawn Penny of Norfolk, Virginia
2-ply, 24 wpi, about 2,888 ypp
Gnomespun Dorset fiber in Lobelia from the Tsock Tsarina spun on 
a drop spindle.

“This is my quit-smoking yarn. I rarely spindle spin—it just never 
really stuck with me—and I mostly love spinning at home on my 
Lendrum. I finally decided to quit smoking after doing so for more 
than half my life. And then it was time to quit. Every time I would 
have reached for a cigarette, I reached for the spindle instead. I 
took it out on my usual daily smoke-breaks and spun instead. I 
spun after dinner (didn’t quite cover the urge to smoke while driv-
ing). The shaft of my spindle is dinged and broken, and it took me 
just a little over two years to spin it up. I haven’t had a cigarette 
since August 15, 2013, and I’ll think of something quirky to make 
from my hank that will always celebrate my success.”

5 Louise Young of South Range, Wisconsin
2-ply, 29 wpi, about 5,044 ypp
Shetland lamb’s wool spun on a 9-gram top-whorl Dragonfly spindle 
made by John Hunter and plied on a .5 oz Rainier spindle.

6 Christine Sitterly of Colonie, New York
2-ply, 9 wpi, about 588 ypp
100% Romney from a sheep named Betrice spun on a homemade 
drop spindle.

7 Selah Barling of Seattle, Washington
Art yarn, 5 wpi, about 319 ypp
Green Leicester Longwool from Solitude Wool and purple kid mohair 
from The Pines Farm in Maple Valley, Washington, spun on a Cascade 
Little Si spindle.

For this issue’s theme of Spindles, we asked readers to submit their spindle-spun yarns. 
Whether supported or suspended, batts or rolags, qiviut or Great Pyrenees, fat or thin— 
our readers flicked, twiddled, and twirled their spindles to produce some outstanding yarns.
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8 Sonji Hunt of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Singles, 6 wpi, about 338 ypp
Combing waste consisting of dyed Cheviot, Corriedale, Merino, 
Angelina, and silk noil spun on a Navajo spindle.

“I comb most of my fibers and generate a lot of combing 
waste. After giving a giant bag to a felter, I decided I’d spin 
some of the remainder, and I like how it turned out. I will keep 
spinning it up until I fill up my Navajo spindle and then try out 
some basic weaving. Big fun!”

9 Elizabeth Warner of Enosburg Falls, Vermont
2-ply, 10 wpi, about 556 ypp
Great Pyrenees spun on a drop spindle.

q Melanie Bilodeau-Meek of Essex Junction, Vermont
Singles, 13 wpi, about 1,788 ypp
Superwash Merino, tussah silk, Firestar, and Angelina spun from 
self-prepared rolags on a Turkish spindle.

w Betty Clarkson of Lancaster, Pennsylvania
2-ply, 10 wpi, about 1175 ypp
Maine wool spun on a Golding top-whorl spindle.

e Monique Durham of Deming, New Mexico
2-ply, 11 wpi, about 813 ypp
Barégeoise wool dyed with fustic and alum mordant spun on a 
Woolly Designs 1.3-ounce bottom-whorl spindle.

“I am a violinist—my fingers enjoy the feel of wood and wool. 
I appreciate the challenge of coordinating the right hand with 
the left to control the proper speed of the spindle. The goal of 
spinning consistently the perfect yarn is the same as searching 
for the elusive perfect sound—it may be at times aggravating, 
but never boring.”

Next Challenge
The theme of the Spring 2017 Your Yarns is One Fiber, 
Two Ways—choose your fiber and spin it two different 
ways! Experiment with different fiber prep, drafting 
methods, wheel adjustments, spindles, or finishing meth-
ods to see how they alter the outcome of the final yarn. 
The deadline to submit is Friday, October 14, 2016.

Please send a minimum of two five-yard lengths of yarn 
labeled with your name, mailing address, phone number, 
and email address. Also, please note the fiber content, 
tell us about the choices you made and why, wraps per 
inch (wpi), and yards per pound (ypp) of your yarn sub-
missions. Mail your comments and your yarn to 
Spin Off Your Yarn, 4868 Innovation Drive, Fort Collins, 
CO 80525-5576. Email spinoff@interweave.com with any 
questions. The yarn won’t be returned, but it will be used 
for a worthy charity. Please contact us at the above 
address if you’d like to volunteer to make a charity item 
using the yarns from previous Your Yarn entries.

We received more  
wonderful entries than  
we could include here!  

Find the full selection at  
www.spinningdaily.com
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For this issue’s theme of Spindles, we asked readers to submit their spindle-spun yarns. Wheth-
er supported or suspended, batts or rolags, cashmere or milk fiber, fat or thin—our readers 
flicked, twiddled, and twirled their spindles producing some outstanding yarns.

1 Sarah Howard of Cumming, Georgia
2-ply, 34 wpi, about 4,538 ypp
Kitty Mine Crafts in the Loving Memory colorway (60% Merino/25% mulberry silk/15% Stellina) spun on a Mirkwood Pippin 
support spindle.

“I wanted to spin this up with a lofty look to suit the fiber, and knew I could achieve this with a support spindle.”

2 Selah Barling of Seattle, Washington
2-ply, 13 wpi, about 1,263 ypp
Green Leicester Longwool from Solitude Wool spun on a Cascade Little Si spindle.

3 Lynette Merrill of Soldotna, Alaska
Single, 55 wpi, about 9,575 ypp
100% cashmere spun on a Russian support spindle. 

“Singles gossamer weight spun on a Russian support spindle. Gently handcarded to create the downy ‘cloud’ necessary to 
spin a fine thread needed to ply with a fine carrier thread, such as silk for delicate lace work.”

4 Lynette Merrill of Soldotna, Alaska
Single, 57 wpi, about 10,838 ypp
100% 15.5-micron Merino spun on a Russian support spindle.

“This fiber has the closest hand to cashmere of any wool I have spun. It is a beautiful 15.5-micron fiber, lending itself to spin gos-
samer weight as long as my fingers will hold up. Spun on a Russian support spindle, I have also plied it with a fine commercial silk 
thread as well as commercially spun milk fiber of ultra-fine gauge, producing a luxuriously soft blend to use in any fine lace work.”

5 Roseann Mauroni of Montgomery, Alabama
2-ply, 12 wpi, about 756 ypp
Fiberista Fiber Club Milk fiber singles spun on a 1.25-ounce and plied on a 1.75-ounce suspended high-whorl spindle.

“I have downsized my spinning equipment and sold my wheel upon moving to a warmer climate (from Virginia to Alabama) 
three years ago. This 2-ply yarn is spindle spun and spindle plied, as I only have spindles now. I have a spindle kate to hold 
the spindles while I ply. I spun the singles on two 1.25-ounce suspended high-whorl spindles and plied with a 1.75-ounce 
suspended high-whorl spindle. I like the softness and drape of the resulting 12 wpi milk yarn. I plan on knitting a lacy shawl 
with the finished yarn.”

6  Charlottee Pavelko of Orange Cove, California
Single, 8 wpi, about 463 ypp
Bluefaced Leicester spun on a drop spindle.

7 Abby Brockman (daughter) of Clayton, New Mexico
2-ply, 11 wpi, about 544 ypp
Alpaca spun on a bottom-whorl spindle and plied on a top-whorl spindle.

“I’m 9 years old, and I’ve been spinning for 3 months. I really like the alpaca because it is so soft. I carded white alpaca and 
brown alpaca together for this yarn. I used a bottom-whorl spindle to spin this yarn and a top-whorl spindle to ply it.”
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8 Lucy Brockman (mother) of Clayton, New Mexico
2-ply, 15 wpi, about 1,344 ypp
Cotswold spun and plied on a spindle.

“I first started spinning about three months ago, and I really like the primitive breeds like Cotswold.”

9 Joan McColly of Coronado, California
Chain plied, 11 wpi, about 869 ypp
Transitions “Sunset” wool singles spun on a Russian supported spindle and chain plied on a Schacht top-whorl spindle to 
retain color transitions.

q Shirley Lyster of Powell River, British Columbia
4-ply, 16 wpi, about 2,094 yyp
Corriedale top, one ply spun on a tahkli supported spindle, and one ply spun on a Russian supported spindle, then plied into a 
4-ply crepe yarn.

“The yarn spun on the Russian spindle varies more than on the tahkli. These were then overplied on a homemade drop spin-
dle, then wound onto a nøstepinne and plied again for a 4-ply crepe yarn.”

w Denise Duda of Tecumseh, Michigan
2-ply, 11 wpi, about 1,106 yyp
Lincoln/Corriedale from Spinning Moon Farm, Blissfield, Michigan, spun on an Aegean lilac wood Turkish spindle made by  
Ed Jenkins.

e Jeannie Smolonek of Surprise, Arizona
3-ply, 12 wpi, about 1,313 ypp

“The fiber for this yarn came from a tiny sample I picked up at SOAR 2012. Spun on my Golding Quendale Beast spindle, it is 
one ply Merino, one ply Merino/silk, and one ply Corriedale.”

r Gary Terlisner of Sierra Vista, Arizona
Single, 34 wpi, about 5,569 ypp

“I spun it on an Indian book charkha. I have only been spinning cotton for the last 6 months.”

t Roxanne Sprehe of Crandon, Wisconsin
3-ply, 13 wpi, about 1,388 ypp

“This challenge has been a family venture to craft a three-fiber hank of yarn using lightweight drop spindles. The first step 
was to release the sericin from the silk cocoons. An old crock pot was used to heat the water, soda ash, and cocoons. 
Grandkids anxiously waited to see what was inside the cocoons that rattled when shaken. We used patience to open and 
stretch each cocoon around a 10 x 10 inch frame made by Grandpa. This was a project best done outdoors; the odor from the 
not-yet-developed silk moth was sickening. After stretching layer after layer of silk on the frame, we were pleased with our 
silk hankie. After dyeing Easter eggs, we chose to use the leftover dye to dye the silk hankie. Nice pastels came about. My 
daughter separated the layers of silk while I spun on a lightweight drop spindle at the same time. Using my new mini Turkish 
spindle, I spun a camel/silk blend. Thirdly, cotton was spun on a supported spindle that I crafted with one of my lampworked 
disc beads. The support for the glass spindle is a mini bowl made by a grandchild, Kamilla. After plying all three fibers,  
setting the twist, and thinking back at our process, I find pleasure in the fact that it was a successful three-generation family 
endeavor.”

{ Online Gallery }
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y Hope Fridy of Barrington, New Hampshire
2-ply, 9 wpi, about 606 ypp
Bluefaced Leicester/Newfoundland dog fiber spun and plied on a Turkish spindle.

“The black is from my Newfoundland dog, Gordie. The light grey is BFL. I spun half of the amount in Newfoundland and then 
continued with the BFL. The ball was then plied onto itself on the drop spindle. The black and grey make a nice mix for knit-
ting. I like the balance and the firm, orderly ball that forms on the Turkish drop spindle.”

u Hope Fridy of Barrington, New Hampshire
2-ply, 8 wpi, about 644 ypp
Newfoundland dog fiber spun and plied on a Turkish spindle.

i Jessica Mishler of Forks, Washington
2-ply, 14 wpi, about 1,438 ypp

“The white sample is a blend of Shetland and angora (75%/25%). I recently bought some beautiful angora top and wanted to 
try some ways of spinning it that would make a yarn that was sturdier than pure angora and also stretch the fiber, since it 
was quite expensive. I decided on the Shetland because it was a more ‘rustic’ fiber and I thought it would be sturdier than 
merino. I also thought it would not be the typical fiber people thought of when blending with angora. I blended the Shetland 
and the angora on my fine handcards and made punis. Punis are perfect for spindle spinning. They are great to use outside 
because they don’t blow around in the wind like top or roving. They are also easy to stuff in a plastic baggie and go; I don't 
worry that they will fall apart or get messed up. This sample was spun on a tiny Turkish spindle and then plied on a light top-
whorl spindle. I soaked the yarn in hot water with a couple of green tea bags, which homogenized the sparkling white of the 
angora and the more sedate Shetland. Finally, I washed the skein in hot water and wool wash. I gave it a rinse in cold water 
to full it a tiny bit and then snapped and thwacked it a couple of times. Although it hasn't developed a halo yet, I suspect it 
will. I am pretty happy with this sample and plan to make more of it—probably enough for a hat and mitten set for winter, 
which is fast approaching!”

o Jessica Mishler of Forks, Washington
2-ply, 13 wpi, about 1,325 ypp
“The blue sample is made of Louet Northern Lights wool as a ‘base’ blended with pulled sari silk, Angelina, and tussah silk. I 
enjoyed the article in the Spring issue of Spin Off about punis and decided to make some for this sample. I mixed and rolled 
the punis for this skein on my fine handcards, spun the punis on a Turkish spindle, and then plied the singles on a top-whorl 
spindle. I soaked the finished skein in hot water and wool wash and then snapped it and let it dry.

“My best advice to spindle spinners is don’t give up—know that it will take a long time, probably longer than wheel spinning, 
but the joy of using spindles and knowing that you can create any yarn of any fiber anywhere is definitely worth it. Plus, there 
is nothing like hearing them whir and seeing them dance as you set them flying off on a new project and then watching as 
they settle down to business once they start getting some singles on them. And yes, with practice you can spin a lot of yarn 
with a spindle; heck, sails were a pretty good-sized project!”

{ Online Gallery }


